The Agile Assessment –
Fast-tracking your Adoption of Agile
Enterprises that recognize the need to make their development teams more agile often face entrenched
cultural and environmental obstacles to making it a reality. CollabNet’s Agile Assessment is a critical step in the
process. The assessment is a formal, structured approach that follows a tested methodology proven effective in
numerous customer engagements. It leverages the years of experience our consultants bring to bear on

Key Benefits

• Faster time to market

Improves Visibility And Understanding: Through on-site interviews and observation, your management
team will gain unprecedented insight into both the strengths and weaknesses of your development
organization.

•

Accelerates Agile Adoption: A key deliverable of CollabNet’s Agile Assessment is a detailed and
measurable action plan. The action plan takes into account your specific goals and drivers, and
addresses those areas in your development organization that need to be addressed in order to achieve
those goals.

•

Enhances Team Collaboration: CollabNet’s Agile Assessment is specifically geared to build a cross
functional view of your development organization. This helps ensure that the perspectives of all
stakeholders are addressed and that collaboration is maximized.

Assessment Deliverables
CollabNet’s Agile Assessment follows a tested methodology that has been proven effective in numerous
customer engagements. The result is an assessment that provides a clear definition of the goals you are seeking
to accomplish while weighing the business context in which you operate. It delivers a snapshot of your
organization, helping you to determine the extent that you have embraced Agile. Finally, it delivers a crisp,
prioritized plan that defines the practical steps you should take to become more Agile.
Assessment Methodology

• Higher productivity and
lower cost
• Improved employee
engagement and job
satisfaction

Agile projects.

•

Benefits of Agile

Iteration 1—Preparation and planning
Iteration 2—Interviews and Observations
Iteration 3—Agile Assessment Analysis
Iteration 4—Assessment Workshop

Scope

Our consultants will analyze up to three projects

Duration

5 days (3 on site, 2 off site)

Pricing

$12,750 plus travel

• Higher quality
• Improved stakeholder
satisfaction
• Comprehensive build and
test metrics enhance code
quality

Why CollabNet?
• Deep Agile expertise and
experience
• A leading provider of
enterprise class Agile
Application Lifecycle
Management
• Open source pioneers
(Subversion founder and
corporate sponsor)
• Unparalleled market
adoption and analyst
recognition
• Leaders in Cloud-based
development and
deployment
• Long term customer
satisfaction, from the
workgroup to the enterprise
• Proven expertise in
emerging DevOps
disciplines

CollabNet Offerings
• CollabNet TeamForge – the
leading platform for
community development
and Agile Application
Lifecycle Management
• Subversion support and
hosting – brought by the
founders of the Subversion
project, CollabNet
• ScrumWorks Pro – Elegant
simplicity in Agile Project
Management
• Scrum Certification – the
market’s premier trainer of
certified ScrumMaster and
Product Owners
• Agile Transformation
services – a comprehensive
solution for scaling Agile to
the enterprise
• CloudForge – An integrated
cloud-based development
platform that leverage
CollabNet and third party
tools

CollabNet services, like that of the Agile Assessment, help empower Agile development, Continuous Integration, Continuous
Deployment and DevOps for enterprises of any maturity or size.

Implementing Enterprise Cloud Development with CollabNet
As the pioneering leader in ALM solutions, CollabNet offers you a proven, powerful and scalable platform that
lets you gain the greatest results in distributed software development. With a reliable, high-performance

Contact Us

environment to drive your success, CollabNet’s integrated products meet your toughest development demands

Corporate Headquarters

without fail.

4000 Shoreline Court, Suite 300
South San Francisco, CA 94080

Learn more at http://www.collab.net/products.

United States
Phone: +1 (650) 228-2500
Toll Free: +1 (888) 778-9793

About CollabNet
CollabNet is a leading provider of Enterprise Cloud Development. With more than 10,000 global customers, the company provides a
development platform and services to address three major trends disrupting the software industry: Agile, DevOps and hybrid cloud
development. CollabNet TeamForge® ALM, ScrumWorks® Pro Agile project management and Subversion Edge and Enterprise Git source
code management can be deployed separately or together, in the cloud or on-premise. CloudForge® enables cloud development
through a flexible platform that is team friendly, enterprise ready and integrated to support TeamForge and leading third party tools.
CollabNet complements its technical offerings with industry leading consulting and training services for Agile and cloud development
transformations. Many CollabNet customers improve productivity by as much as 70 percent, while reducing costs by 80 percent.
For more information, please visit (www.collab.net).
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